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Highlights 
 x      Excitatory GABA effect was implemented in a computational neural mass model 
x      Dynamic emergence of depolarizing GABA triggers interictal to ictal transitions 
x      Results suggest a major role of GABAergic interneurons in seizure onset 
x      Model reproduces clinical patterns found in a severe infantile epilepsy 
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Abstract 
Abnormal reemergence of depolarizing GABAA current during postnatal brain maturation may play a 
major role in paediatric epilepsies, Dravet syndrome (DS) being among the most severe. To study the 
impact of depolarizing GABA onto distinct patterns of EEG activity, we extended a neural mass model as 
follows: one sub-population of pyramidal cells was added as well as two sub-populations of interacting 
interneurons, perisomatic-projecting interneurons (basket-like) with fast synaptic kinetics GABAA (fast, 
I1) and dendritic-projecting interneurons with slow synaptic kinetics GABAA (slow, I2). Basket-like cells 
were interconnected to reproduce mutual inhibition mechanisms (I1->I1).  
The firing rate of interneurons was adapted to mimic the genetic alteration of voltage gated sodium 
channels found in DS patients, SCN1A+/-. We implemented the “dynamic depolarizing GABAA” 
mediated post-synaptic potential in the model, as some studies reported that the chloride reversal 
potential can switch from negative to more positive value depending on interneuron activity. The 
“shunting inhibition” promoted by GABAA receptor activation was also implemented.  
We found that increasing the proportion of depolarizing GABAA mediated IPSP (I1->I1 and I1->P) only 
(i.e.,other parameters left unchanged) was sufficient to sequentially switch the EEG activity from 
background to (1) interictal isolated polymorphic epileptic spikes, (2) fast onset activity, (3) seizure like 
activity and (4) seizure termination. The interictal and ictal EEG patterns observed in 4 DS patients were 
reproduced by the model via tuning the amount of depolarizing GABAA postsynaptic potential. Finally, 
we implemented the modes of action of benzodiazepines and stiripentol, two drugs recommended in 
DS. Both drugs blocked seizure-like activity, partially and dose-dependently when applied separately, 
completely and with a synergic effect when combined, as has been observed in DS patients.  
This computational modeling study constitutes an innovative approach to better define the role of 
depolarizing GABA in infantile onset epilepsy and opens the way for new therapeutic hypotheses, 
especially in Dravet syndrome. 
Introduction 
In adult brain, the excitatory/inhibitory (E/I) ratio is crucial for cortical functions. Despite increased  
cortical activity, individual cortical glutamatergic neurons show a stable E/I ratio because inhibitory 
interneurons are proportionally recruited as excitatory neurons (Xue et al., 2014). Considering its 
central role in the brain, the dysregulation of GABAergic interneuron function may thus lead to many 
pathological states, including fragile X syndrome (Olmos-Serrano et al., 2010), autism spectrum 
disorders (Han et al., 2012), Down syndrome (Pérez-Cremades et al., 2010),  mood disorders (Lin and 
Sibille, 2013), chronic pain (Zeilhofer et al., 2012) and epilepsy (Fritschy, 2008), as shown in respective 
animal models. 
The reversal potential of GABAA current shifts from a depolarized toward a hyperpolarized value during 
brain maturation (for recent review see (Ben-Ari et al., 2012). The embryonic excitatory effect of GABA 
is a key player in brain development and maturation as it triggers calcium signals, modulates DNA 
synthesis, proliferation, migration, differentiation of neurons and synaptogenesis (Owens and 
Kriegstein, 2002) (Ben-Ari et al., 2007) (Rakhade and Jensen, 2009). Depolarizing GABAA (dGABAA) 
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effects are no longer operating in the normal mature brain (Glickfeld et al., 2009) but have been 
detected in many neurological disorders(Ben-Ari et al., 2012) including epilepsy (Huberfeld et al., 2007) 
(Pathak et al., 2007). This constitutive dGABAA current in adult tissue is due to an abnormal 
downregulation of chloride transporter (Huberfeld et al., 2007; Palma et al., 2006). Moreover, a shift of 
GABAA reversal potential can occur dynamically within minutes when the firing rate of interneuron 
greatly increases. Indeed, during enhanced cortical excitation or epileptic activity, enhanced GABA 
release overloads the postsynaptic cell in chloride and therefore dynamically shifts the effect of GABA 
from hyperpolarizing to depolarizing (Alfonsa et al., 2015; Kaila et al., 1997; Lamsa and Taira, 2003). 
In early life onset epilepsies, the disruption of inhibitory activity or abnormal maturation of the 
inhibitory system might increase global network activity and therefore evoke the re-appearance of 
dGABAA in postnatal tissue. During human brain development, loss-of-function of the potassium-
chloride co-transporter KCC2 has been suspected to induce a failure of GABAergic inhibition, the 
reemergence of a depolarizing effect of GABA and consequently the trigger of early-onset severe infant 
epilepsy. For instance, a mutation of SLC12A5, producing a loss of KCC2 activity which impairs chloride 
extrusion is responsible for early-onset epileptic encephalopathy with migrating focal seizures 
(Stödberg et al., 2015). KCC2 missense variant KCC2-R952H was identified in an Australian family with 
childhood onset febrile seizures occurring between 12 months and 2.5 years of age (Puskarjov et al., 
2014). Other mutations, such as R1049C, a functional variants coding for human KCC2, might be 
associated with idiopathic generalized epilepsy (Kahle et al., 2014).  
 
Dravet syndrome (DS) is a relatively rare but severe infantile onset epilepsy syndrome (incidence 
<1/40,000) characterized by hemi- and generalized, febrile and afebrile (tonic-)clonic seizures appearing 
from the first year of life in an otherwise normal child. Within the second year, other seizure types may 
occur as well (myoclonus, atypical absences, partial seizures) and developmental delay becomes 
apparent, then followed by definite cognitive impairment and behavioral disorders (Scheffer, 2012). 
Although frequently prolonged and highly pharmacoresistant, these seizures have proven to be partially 
responsive to an anticonvulsive co-medication including stiripentol and the benzodiazepine clobazam 
(Chiron et al., 2000). SCN1A gene mutations (which encode the NaV1.1 α1 subunit of voltage-gated 
sodium channel) have been identified in about 85% children with DS (Claes et al., 2001; Marini et al., 
2011).  
Cellular mechanisms are unclear. On one side, a mouse model of DS due to SCN1A heterozygote 
mutation has shown a selective failure of excitability of GABAergic interneurons perturbing the E/I 
ratio, focusing on dissociated hippocampal neurons(Yu et al., 2006). On the other side, recent data 
using DS patient-derived induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) disclosed an unexpected increased 
excitability of both GABAergic and glutamatergic isolated neurons (Chopra and Isom, 2014; Jiao et al., 
2013; Liu et al., 2013). Computational modeling has the potential to test such views.  
In this study, we started from the hypothesis that in this infantile epilepsy, constitutive (developmental) 
and dynamic GABAergic signaling is severely impaired. We developed a physiology-based 
computational model in order to investigate some possible pathophysiological causes of DS and to test 
the mechanism of action of some drugs recommended for this condition. We used a lumped-parameter 
approach (often referred to as “neural mass”) lying at the level of cortical neuronal population to 
compare simulated EEG activity with real EEG activity recorded in patients with DS. 
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Methods 
The “physiological” neural mass model 
Neural mass models have been commonly used to study epileptic-like activity in EEG signals. We started 
from the model described in (Huneau et al., 2013; Molaee-Ardekani et al., 2010; Wendling et al., 2012, 
2002) see (Wendling et al., 2015) for recent review. In order to simulate epileptic signals generated in 
the cerebral cortex, we started from a physiologically plausible computational model at the level of 
neuronal assembly. For detailed description of the model, readers might refer to (Molaee-Ardekani et 
al., 2010). 
The model is composed by the following sub-populations: (i) pyramidal cells (P), receiving excitatory 
feedback from other pyramidal cells and inhibitory feedback signals from (ii) soma- and proximal 
dendrite-targeting cells (I1: basket-like cells and chandelier-like cells mediating GABAA, fast currents), 
and (iii) dendrite-targeting cells (I2: neurogliaform-like cells mediating GABAA, slow currents) (see Fig  
1A). Unlike detailed network models, neural mass models do not explicitly represent individual cells and 
their architecture (i.e., dendrites, soma or axons) but are mainly based on synaptic connections of 
distinct populations of neurons.  Somatic-targeting interneurons I1 refers to cells that generate PSP 
with a physiologically relevant time constant, similar to the IPSP produced by basket cells or chandelier 
cells (Molaee-Ardekani et al., 2010). Although macroscopic, this model relies on neurophysiological 
data and has two essential features. First, their parameters relate to excitatory and inhibitory processes 
taking place in the considered neuronal tissue. Second, the temporal dynamics of their output 
(analogous to a local field activity) can be directly compared to those reflected in real signals recorded 
with electrodes placed in the cerebral cortex. Indeed, it can be assumed that field potentials reflect 
overall dynamics arising from interconnected populations of principal neurons and interneurons.  
According to the neural mass modeling approach, each subpopulation was characterized by two 
functions.  First, the ‘pulse-to-wave’ function was a 2nd order linear transfer function ݄ሺݐሻ ൌ ܹݓݐ݁ି௪௧ 
that transformed the average presynaptic pulse density of action potentials coming to the 
subpopulation of neurons into an average postsynaptic membrane potential which can be excitatory, 
slow inhibitory or fast inhibitory.  
As depicted in Figure 1A, the model implements three types of ‘pulse-to-wave’ functions. The first one 
is AMPAergic and describes the synaptic transmission among pyramidal cells (P to P) as well as the 
excitatory input to both subpopulations of interneurons (P to I1 and P to I2).  Its impulse response 
corresponds to an average EPSP and is given by the equation: 
 ݄஺ெ௉஺ሺݐሻ ൌ ௐಲಾುಲఛಲಾುಲ ݐǤ ݁
ି௧Ȁఛಲಾುಲ        (eq. 1). 
The second one is GABAergic and describes the inhibitory input (at the level of GABAa,slow receptors) 
from interneurons I2 to pyramidal cells (I2 to P) and to interneurons I1 (I2 to I1). Its impulse response is 
given by the equation: 
 ݄ீ஺஻஺௔ǡ௦ሺݐሻ ൌ ௐಸಲಳಲೌǡೞఛಸಲಳಲೌǡೞ ݐ݁
ି௧Ȁఛಸಲಳಲೌǡೞ        ሺǤ ʹሻ. 
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Finally, the third one is also GABAergic and describes the inhibitory input (at the level of GABAa,fast 
receptors) from interneurons I1 to pyramidal cells (I1 to P) and among interneurons I1 (I1 to I1, mutual 
inhibition). In this case, 
 ݄ீ஺஻஺௔ǡ௙ሺݐሻ ൌ ௐಸಲಳಲೌǡ೑ఛಸಲಳಲೌǡ೑ ݐ݁
ି௧Ȁఛಸಲಳಲೌǡ೑       ሺǤ ͵ሻ 
In the function ݄ሺݐሻ ൌ ܹݓݐ݁ି௪௧, ܹandݓ respectively determine the amplitude and time constant of 
the average receptor-mediated postsynaptic potentials. Depending on the type of the considered 
interacting sub-populations,ܹ ൌ ஺ܹெ௉஺, ܹ ൌ ீܹ஺஻஺௔ǡ௦ or ܹ ൌ ீܹ஺஻஺௔ǡ௙ and ݓ ൌ ͳȀ߬஺ெ௉஺, 
ݓ ൌ ͳȀ߬ீ஺஻஺௔ǡ௦ or ݓ ൌ ͳȀ߬ீ஺஻஺௔ǡ௙. 
It is worth noting that the time constant used in a given ݄ሺݐሻfunction determines both the rise time 
(rise= 1/ݓ ) and the decay time (decay = 3.146/ݓ) of the PSPs that are designated to match those of 
actual PSPs. 
Second, the ‘wave-to-pulse’ function transforms the average postsynaptic membrane potential of a 
subpopulation of neurons into an average pulse density of action potentials fired by the neurons. For 
each given subpopulation X, the ‘wave-to-pulse’ function was modeled by a nonlinear function of 
sigmoid shape ܵ୶ሺߴሻ ൌ ܳ୶୫ୟ୶Ȁሺͳ ൅ ݁୰౮ሺ஘౮ି஬ሻሻ which accounts for saturation and threshold effects 
taking place at the soma. Here, ܳ୶୫ୟ୶determines the maximum firing rate of the neuronal population, 
Ʌ୶ the PSP for which a 50% firing rate is achieved, and ୶the steepness of the sigmoidal transformation. 
In order to derive the ordinary differential equations that govern the model, one must notice that each 
one of the 7 ‘pulse-to-wave’ functions (P to P, P to I1, P to I2, …, I1 to I1) introduces a second order 
linear transfer function ݄ሺݐሻ ൌ ܹݓݐ݁ି௪௧and a corresponding second order ordinary differential 
equation (ODE): 
ݖሷሺሻൌܹݓݔሺݐሻǦʹݓݖሶሺݐሻ െ ݓଶݖሺݐሻ       (eq. 4) 
whereݔ(ݐ) and ݖሺݐሻ are respectively the input (firing rate) and output signals (PSPs) of each linear 
transfer function݄ሺݐሻ. From equations 1 to 4, the following set of differential equations was 
established: 
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whereݖሺሻ is the state vector of the system and whereߴ୶is the average membrane potential in each 
subpopulation X (P, I1 or I2), described as follows: 
ߴ୔ሺݐሻ ൌ ܥ୔୔ݖ଴ሺݐሻ െ ܥ୍ଵ୔ሺݖଷሺݐሻ െ ߙ୍ଵ୔ ୍ܵଵ௧ష ൅ ߚ୍ଵ୔ ୍ܵଵ௧షǤ ߬ீ஺஻஺௔ǡ௙ሻ െ ܥ୍ଶ୔ሺݖହሺݐሻ െ ߙ୍ଶ୔ ୍ܵଶ௧ష ൅ 
 
൅ߚ୍ଶ୔ ூܵଶ௧షǤ ߬ீ஺஻஺௔ǡ௦ሻ ൅ ݍሺݐሻ ൅ ݌ሺݐሻ,                                                                 (eq. 5) 
 
ߴ୍ଵሺݐሻ ൌ ܥ୔୍ଵݖଵሺݐሻ െ ܥ୍ଵ୍ଵሺݖଶሺݐሻ െ ߙ୍ଵ୍ଵ ୍ܵଵ௧ష ൅ ߚ୍ଵ୍ଵ ୍ܵଵ௧షǤ ߬ீ஺஻஺௔ǡ௙ሻ െ ܥ୍ଶ୍ଵሺݖ଺ሺݐሻ െ
െߙ୍ଶ୍ଵ ୍ܵଶ௧ష ൅ 
 
൅ߚ୍ଶ୍ଵ ୍ܵଶ௧షǤ ߬ீ஺஻஺௔ǡ௦ሻ ൅ ݍሺݐሻ,                                                                                                     (eq.6) 
 
ߴ୍ଶሺݐሻ ൌ ܥ୔୍ଶݖସሺݐሻ ൅ ݍሺݐሻ.    
Parameters ܥ௑௑ᇱ are referred to as connectivity constants between subpopulation X and subpopulation 
X’. Physiologically, ܥ௑௑ᇱ is interpreted as an average number of synaptic contacts. Formally, these 
parameters act as gains in the feedback loops interconnecting the three subpopulations. 
The influence from neighboring or distant populations was modeled by an excitatory input ݌ሺݐሻ ൌ ݌ҧ ൅
ܰሺͲǡ ߪሻǡrepresented by a Gaussian noise. In addition, a very slow oscillation mimicking delta waves 
often encountered in DS was added to each subpopulation average membrane potential to increase the 
GABAdepolarization I1->P Shunting inhibition GABAdepolarization I2->P 
Shunting inhibition 
GABAdepolarization I1->I1 Shunting inhibition 
GABAdepolarization I2->I1 
Shunting inhibition 
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realism of simulated EEGs. This slow oscillation is given byݍሺݐሻ ൌ ܣǤ ሺʹߨ݂ݐሻ, with ܣ ൌ ͲǤͲͷ and 
݂ ൌ ͲǤ͵͵ Hz. 
In the above equations, ܵ୶௧ష ൌ ܵ୶൫ ୶ߴሺݐିሻ൯denotes the average firing rate of subpopulation X at the 
previous integration step ݐି. This average firing rate value is involved in the two mechanisms 
implemented in the model, namely the GABA depolarization and the shunting inhibition effects 
described below. 
The simulated LFP is computed as the summation of PSPs (either excitatory or inhibitory) at the level of 
pyramidal cells. It is well admitted that these pyramidal cell PSPs is the main contribution to LFP 
(Niedermeyer and Lopes da Silva, 2005). According to the neural mass modeling approach, the 
influence from neighboring or more distant populations onto the considered population is modeled by 
an excitatory input, itself represented by a Gaussian noise of variance V².  Note that when the system 
operates on a fixed point and when V is low, the output of the firing rate function (sigmoid function 
S_X) appears as almost constant, as depicted in Fig 2 B,C,D. Finally, model parameters are documented 
in Table 1 along with values used in the simulations reported in Figs 2 to 6. 
 
From physiological to pathological brain activity  
The above described model incorporates some (patho)physiological mechanisms that are likely to play a 
key role in the generation of epileptic activity in the infantile onset epilepsy Dravet syndrome. These 
mechanisms are described hereafter.  
Depolarizing GABA. 
GABA-elicited currents cause hyperpolarizing or depolarizing postsynaptic potentials depending on the 
GABAA reversal potential (EGABA). Hyperpolarizing GABA was previously considered in mean-field models 
(Goodfellow et al., 2011; Wendling et al., 2002). Acute intracellular chloride [Cl−]i accumulation results 
in a shift of the EGABA in the depolarizing direction toward resting membrane potential (Vrest). As a 
consequence, EGABA may rise above Vrest, thus leading to GABAergic induced depolarizations (Figs. 1C 
and 1D).  
Activity-dependent [Cl-]I changes were studied in a computational model of hippocampal cells, but  not 
in the context of epilepsy (Jedlicka et al., 2011). The authors showed that in case of intense GABAergic 
background activity (during high frequency firing of interneurons), EGABA changed in both somatic and 
dendritic compartments. Therefore, in our model, the depolarizing effect was implemented for both 
types of synapses (GABAA, slow and GABAA, fast). 
In the neural mass model there is no access to individual cellular membrane potentials but to average 
membrane potentials of a subpopulation of neurons. Although direct account for EGABA is not 
straightforward in this modeling approach, average PSPs are explicitly represented at each 
subpopulation and can therefore be modified to account for excitatory GABAergic potentials, as 
illustrated in Figure 1D. 
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For depolarizing GABA: 
െܥ௑௑ᇲǤ ሺെߙ௑௑ᇲǤ ܵ୶௧షሻ > 0 (as ߙ௑௑ᇲ  > 0). 
 
For hyperpolarizing GABA: 
െܥ௑௑ᇲǤ ݖ௞ሺݐሻ < 0 
  
where X’ denote the target subpopulation of neurons receiving PSPs from the source subpopulation X 
and where Zk denote the PSP exchanged at the interface of subpopulations X and X’.As this quantity is 
positive, an increase of the mean membrane potential is achieved (depolarizing effect) and weighted by 
the firing rate of subpopulation X.  
This mathematical expression allows for the presence of excitatory GABAergic PSPs referred to as 
“static”  GABAergic depolarization that is likely to occur in epileptic tissue when some chloride 
transporters are not sufficiently expressed in a subpopulation of neurons (Huberfeld et al., 2007; Palma 
et al., 2006). It is assumed that changes in EGABA are spatially non-uniform across the population. It is 
likely that within a subpopulation of pyramidal cells some neurons get hyperpolarized by GABA 
(expressing a large amount of chloride transporters) and some others get depolarized by GABA 
(expressing a few chloride transporters). For example, in human mTLE, GABAA-mediated IPSPs reversed 
at depolarizing potentials in 20% of pyramidal cells (Huberfeld et al., 2007). 
In addition, ߙ௑௑ᇲ  can be made time-dependent to represent a “dynamic” GABA depolarization effect. 
This can be easily achieved by adding extra ODEs to the model in the form of 
ௗఈ೉೉ᇲ
ௗ௧ ൌ ܭ where K is used 
to adjust the rate of change of ߙ௑௑ᇲ  with time (linear function). When K > 0, an amplification of the 
GABAA depolarizing effect occurs in the model. Indeed, the increase of the mean membrane potential of 
subpopulation P leads to an increase of its firing rate and thus to an increase of the excitatory drive 
onto interneurons I1 and I2 and ultimately of their respective firing୍ܵଵ௧షand ୍ܵଶ௧ష(Fig  1E).  
Shunting inhibition. The other effect on the postsynaptic membrane mediated by GABAergic events 
is called ‘shunting inhibition’. That is a form of postsynaptic potential inhibition owing to an increase of 
the postsynaptic membrane conductance due to the sustained activation of GABAA receptors and the 
opening of ion channels.  
This shunting inhibitory effect always remains, independently of the effect of GABA (depol- or hyper-
polarizing). The shunting inhibition cannot be directly coded in the mesoscopic model because the 
membrane resistance of the cells is not explicitly implemented. Therefore we mathematically 
represented this effect by modifying the membrane potential in pyramidal cells, fast and slow 
interneurons depending on the firing rate of interneurons and weighted by the IPSP time constant. As 
depicted in equations5 and 6, the mathematical expression for representing shunting inhibition was 
െܥଡ଼ଡ଼ᇱǤ ߚଡ଼ଡ଼ᇲǤ ܵଡ଼௧షǤ ߬ீ஺஻஺௔.  As this quantity is negative, an inhibitory effect is achieved in the model, and 
it increased when the firing rate of interneurons increases. 
SCN1A mutation. We adjusted variables to account for the mutation of the gene SCN1A encoding for 
the NaV1.1 α-1 subunit of the voltage-gated sodium channel (VGSC) related to Dravet syndrome (Claes 
et al., 2001; Escayg et al., 2000; Harkin et al., 2007; Scheffer and Berkovic, 1997). All patients selected 
for the present study were carrying a SCN1A mutation (see Table 2). Mutant SCN1A+/- mouse models of 
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DS robustly identified an alteration of the expression of VGSC specifically in GABAergic interneurons as 
a cause of selective loss of sodium current affecting their firing properties which results in epilepsy (Yu 
et al., 2006). In order to mimic such an alteration we adapted the sigmoid functions describing the 
average firing rate as a function of the average PSP at the level of fast and slow interneurons in our 
macroscopic model (see Fig  1B). The sigmoid functions of the firing rate of both perisomatic- I1 and 
dendritic- I2 projecting interneurons were intentionally modified compared to pyramidal cells (Table 1). 
Virtual pharmacology 
We studied the pharmacological impact on neuronal populations of two antiepileptic drugs (AED), 
stiripentol and clobazam, that we selected for their clinical relevance in Dravet syndrome (DS) and their 
known mechanism of action on GABAA receptors. Enhanced activity of GABAA receptors increases the 
shunting effect and may therefore inhibit seizures. Stiripentol is the only AED currently approved in DS, 
having proven to reduce seizure frequency significantly more than placebo, when associated to 
clobazam and valproate within two independent randomized controlled trials performed in children 
with DS (Chiron et al., 2000; Kassaï et al., 2008). Stiripentol directly acts on the GABAA receptors by 
enhancing the opening duration of the chloride channel in a dose-dependent manner (Quilichini et al., 
2006). In order to reproduce this effect, we prolonged IPSC decay time (tdecay) in the model by increasing 
the decay-time constant (1/b) and (1/g) of IPSPs to 125% for 30 μM, 200% for 100 μM and 235% for 300 
μM of STP. By contrast benzodiazepines have a major effect on GABAA mediated IPSC amplitude (Hájos 
et al., 2000). To introduce benzodiazepine action in the model we increased parameter WGABA, 
representing the amplitude of IPSC (125% for 1 μM, 178% for 10 μM and 200% for 100 μM). The drug 
concentrations of stiripentol and benzodiazepine used in the model were selected based on their 
therapeutical relevance(Quilichini et al., 2006, 2003). 
Neuronal activity and clinical data 
In the present study we used scalp EEG signals recorded in patients with DS as a reflection of real neural 
activity to be compared with LFPs simulated by our computational model. We compared qualitatively 
the temporal dynamics of both simulated and real signals, i.e. the time constant and the shape of the 
interictal and ictal patterns. It is worth noting that the essential signal features being compared are 
related to the morphology and spectral content. In our case, the amplitude is meaningless since we 
didn’t solve the forward EEG problem (i.e., from cortical sources to signals collected at scalp 
electrodes). 
Dravet patients (n=4) were selected for the present study from the two reference centers for infantile 
onset epilepsy involved in the CRESIM project in France and Italy. Selection criteria were the following:  
over 2 years of age, complete clinical features of Dravet syndrome, SCN1A mutation, at least one 
digitalized prolonged video-EEG recording available, at least one convulsive seizure with (tonic-)clonic 
component recorded. Four patients were selected; individual data are shown in Table 2.  
Results 
The computational model of neocortical neuronal populations (Molaee-Ardekani et al., 2010), (Fig 1A) 
was modified to include : 1) the reduced firing rate of interneurons (due to SCN1A+/- mutation) (Fig 1B); 
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2) a sinusoidal fluctuation to mimic delta 1 wave and 3) a proportion of dGABAA (Figs.1C, D) (see 
Methods). To mimic activity-dependent chloride accumulation into the cells (Fig  1E), we increased the 
proportion of dGABAA  in  I1->P, I1->I1 and I2 ->P as a function of interneuronal firing rate.  
Simulated neural activity 
Interictal to ictal transition. Dynamic depolarizing GABAA from I1->P and I1->I1 was simulated (Fig. 
2). Parameters Ƚ୍ଵ୍ଵ and Ƚ୍ଵ୔ are time-dependent and were varied progressively (from 0 to 0,007 and 
0,017 respectively) during 50 seconds. Continuous change of these two parameters leads to transition 
from interictal to seizure-like activity, FO activity, seizure termination, as well as to the sharp increase in 
I1 and I2 firing rates.  
The model was configured with parameters mimicking a highly excitable network (increased P->P 
excitation of cortical cells, decreased inhibition I1->P, and constitutive-static- dGABAA), but when the 
amount of dGABAA did not vary, the LFP stayed below the threshold of seizure generation (Fig  2A, first 
22 seconds of the trace). When the proportion of dGABAA at the somatic-projecting Interneurons I1 (to 
I1 and Pyr) increased (I1) the model produced a mean-field activity that sequentially and spontaneously 
switched from background activity to successively 1) isolated interictal spikes, 2) fast onset activity, 3) 
ictal like activity and finally 4)seizure-like activity termination (Fig  2A). 
A slow variation of the amount of depolarizing GABA is necessary to capture the time course of the 
alternating sequence of seizure-like event. Slow variation of this parameter evokes the sequential 
generation of interictal to ictal events and also produced a slow drift of the offset. 
The identified interictal/ictal transition pattern is quite robust to variations of model parameters 
alpha_I1_P and alpha_I1_I1.  Up to 40% change of both parameters, the sequence of phases 
(background activity, sporadic/rhythmic spikes, fast onset activity, ictal activity) is preserved although 
some variations are observed, typically in the duration of each phase (S1 Fig). 
Fast Onset activity. Interestingly, the model produced high frequency oscillations at the onset of the 
seizure-like activity. The intrinsic frequency of the preictal fast onset activity decreased from 105 to 90 
Hz. As shown on the time-frequency spectrum analysis, this chirp-like activity (Fig 2B, bottom) was 
reminiscent of the patterns showing fast frequency changes often encountered in partial epilepsies 
(Schiff et al., 2000) (Cosandier-Rimélé et al., 2012). The average firing rate of the three subpopulations 
of neurons (P, I1 and I2) is depicted in Fig 2C. The activity in the subnetworks differed during the 
dynamical interictal to ictal transition that occurs in the LFP simulated by the model. During the fast 
onset oscillations, pyramidal cells remained almost silent (at least the firing rate is low). Conversely, the 
firing rate of basket cells greatly increased and induced the fast onset activity visible in the LFP (Fig  2C), 
as exemplified in the inset. The model predicted that GABAergic postsynaptic potential switch from 
inhibitory to excitatory  occurred as a consequence of the strong mutual connections of basket cells 
(I1ÆI1 = 15 and activity-dependent dGABA I1ÆI1 = 0.07). Depolarizing GABA, within these mutual 
interconnections, induced an oscillatory GABAergic activity between interneurons leading to this fast 
onset activity (Fig 2B). Indeed, reducing mutual inhibition I1ÆI1 suppressed fast onset activity (Fig 2D).   
Seizure initiation. Before seizure onset, a high frequency discharge of somatic-projecting GABAergic 
interneurons was generated by the model. Consequently the pyramidal cells were strongly inhibited 
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and remained silent (Fig 2C). Moreover the high firing rate of GABAergic interneurons generated an 
increase of the activity-dependent dGABAA onto pyramidal cells and therefore a massive drop of 
inhibition that permitted seizure initiation. 
Removing activity-dependent dGABAA from I1 onto pyramidal cells suppressed interictal event, fast 
onset and seizure activity (Fig 2D, right). Removing depolarizing GABAA from dendritic –projecting slow 
interneurons (type 2, I2) to pyramidal cells did not change the induction of interictal spikes, emergence 
of fast onset activity, seizure like activity and seizure termination (Fig  2D, left). However, removing 
depolarizing GABAA between I1 to I1 connections or I1 to pyramidal cells suppressed the fast onset 
activity seen at seizure initiation. In this configuration, depolarizing GABAA only on pyramidal cells (I1->P 
and I2->P) was not sufficient to trigger seizures (Fig  2D, middle). 
When seizures started, the firing rate of pyramidal cells alternatively switched from the minimum to the 
maximum, in phase opposition to the activity of basket cells. Finally, when the proportion of 
depolarizing GABAA became too prominent in pyramidal cells and interneurons, the seizure stopped 
(Figs. 2A,B,C). The model also produced a pronounced slow fluctuation of the background activity 
reminiscent of delta-wave oscillations that emerged prior to the fast onset activity and after the 
seizure- like activity. 
Overall the model predicted that progressive changes from inhibitory to excitatory GABAergic post-
synaptic potential within the mutual inhibitory loop (I1-I1) triggered fast onset activity. These 
mechanisms lead to an increase of firing rate of interneurons and therefore an activity-dependent 
increase of dGABAA onto pyramidal cells, resulting in a collapse of inhibition that initiates seizure like 
activity.  
Simulated compared to real neural activity 
In Dravet syndrome (DS) EEG patterns are polymorphic and usually different from one patient to 
another, thus individual examination is crucial. We therefore compared simulated signals to real 
recordings for each DS patient separately. 
Interictal activity. Multifocal polymorphic interictal spikes were found in patient 1 as exemplified in 
(Fig 3B). In the model, for a stronger excitatory input P compared to configuration 1 (mean Noise input 
PYR 3,6 instead of 3.2 ) and a ten times lower proportion of dGABAA from I1->P, the model produced 
series of polymorphic epileptic spikes  when the proportion of the latter increased (Fig  3A). In this case 
the morphology was progressively switching from slow polyphasic spikes (Figs. 3A, a and b) followed by 
a small wave to sharper biphasic spikes (Fig 3A, c). Note that the amplitude of the negative phase 
increased with the proportion of dGABAA.  
Typical biphasic sharp spikes found in patient 2 (Fig 3B, bottom left) were reproduced by the 
computational model (bottom right). This common shape of epileptic spikes accompanied the peculiar 
interictal EEG pattern constituted by diffuse slow bi-triphasic spikes described in a subpopulation of DS 
patients (Nabbout et al., 2008). Strikingly, almost all kind of epileptic spike shapes (i.e., single spike, 
triphasic spike, biphasic spike, spike with/without following waves of small/large amplitude) could be 
obtained by only changing the magnitude of dGABAA at synapses between I1ÆP and I1ÆI1(Fig  3A, a,b, 
c). 
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We observed in DS patient 2 that the shape of epileptic spikes features could evolve in a few seconds 
from monophasic to biphasic spikes with a small, medium or strong negative phase, following a positive 
phase (Fig  3C, upper). The rapid changes of spike morphology could be reproduced by the 
computational model by linearly increasing the proportion of dGABAA from I1->P (Fig  3C, bottom). The 
increases mimic the loading of intracellular chloride in pyramidal cells due to the increase of GABA 
release from basket cells onto principal glutamatergic neurons. 
Ictal activity. We investigated model configurations that could reproduce different kinds of EEG 
seizure patterns. Since activity-dependent synaptic plasticity is very pronounced during brain 
development  (Chaudhury et al., 2016), especially after experiencing seizures (Debanne et al., 2006; 
Lopantsev et al., 2009). Consequently, it is very likely that the strength of synaptic connections between 
neuronal subpopulations is specific to each patient. For these reasons distinct synaptic strengths were 
used for patient 1,2,3, and 4. As the features of these patterns seemed to be similar from one event to 
the next, at least for a few seconds, we looked for model configurations with sustained dGABAA (fixed 
values).  
 
The first pattern encountered in patient 3 was a succession of sharp spikes. The model was able to 
reproduce this pattern when a constant high level of dGABAA was introduced in the auto inhibition loop 
between somatic projecting interneurons I1 (I1->I1) (Fig 4A). Strengthening this auto inhibitory loop, 
but also introducing a large proportion of dGABAA from somatic projecting interneuron I1->Pyramidal 
cells, mimicked  the ictal pattern found in patient 1(Fig  4B). However, if the large proportion of dGABAA 
was not computed in the somatic but in the dendritic projecting interneurons (I2) to the pyramidal cells, 
it led to the ictal pattern of patient 4 (Fig 4C). Finally increasing dGABAA only at the synapses from I1->P 
led to the pattern illustrated in Fig 4D, reproducing the ictal activity of patient 2. 
Over longer duration recordings, the EEG ictal pattern of DS patient 3 evolved with time (Figs. 5A and 
B), characterized by the emergence of a slow wave following the sharp spikes. This behavior was 
reliably reproduced by decreasing the amount of dGABAA between fast interneurons (I1->I1), in steps. 
These results suggest that, at least in some patients, the seizure onset is characterized by a proportion 
of dGABAA that abruptly increases within the inhibitory loop and then progressively returns to normal 
values. 
Simulated Pharmacology 
We studied the virtual pharmacological effect of GABAA receptor targeting drugs on seizures induced by 
the progressive contribution of dGABAA(Fig 6A). In the model, benzodiazepine (BZD) induced a dose-
dependent increase of GABAA current amplitude whereas stiripentol induced a dose-dependent 
increase of GABAAR opening time (i.e. IPSP duration) according to the literature (Quilichini et al., 2006; 
Rogers et al., 1994), see Methods. 
Simulations indicated that both BZD (1 to 100 μM) and stiripentol (30-300μM) were able to reduce the 
severity of the seizure-like activity, but they did not fully prevent ictal like patterns when tested 
separately (Figs. 6A, B, C, D). Interestingly combining moderate concentrations of both drugs (STP100 + 
BZD100 or STP300+BZD10) prevented the emergence of an ictal like pattern (Figs.6A, D), suggesting a 
synergic effect between stiripentol and BZD. 
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Discussion 
Model Predictions 
Our computational model of a neocortical assembly of neurons in a key infantile-onset epilepsy, Dravet 
syndrome, leads to several predictions. First, activity-dependent drift of EGABA toward more positive 
value is generated within highly interconnected perisomatic projecting GABAergic interneurons forming 
mutual inhibition loops and evokes fast onset activity, prior to pyramidal cells activity. Second, 
introducing dGABAA within this inhibitory loop increases the interneuronal firing rate on pyramidal cells 
and, as a consequence, generates activity-dependent dGABAA. The switch from IPSP to GABAergic EPSP 
on pyramidal cells abruptly generated a collapse of inhibition and evoked seizure-like activity. Third, 
without changing the strength of synaptic connections or the degree of brain network excitability 
(network parameters), the activity-dependent switch GABAergic IPSP to EPSP in a subpopulation of cells 
is able to sequentially trigger interictal epileptic spikes, fast onset activity, seizure like activity and 
seizure termination. Fourth, modulating the degree of alteration of GABAergic IPSP allowed us to 
reproduce the individual EEG features observed in 4 different patients with Dravet syndrome. Fifth, the 
model suggests that combination of BZD and STP is synergic to stop seizure activity in Dravet syndrome, 
because BZDs enhance inhibition whereas STP maximizes the shunting inhibition even if GABA produces 
EPSP. 
Paradoxical effect of GABAergic neurons impairment 
Mutations in the gene encoding SCN1A, are associated with a spectrum of epilepsy syndromes, 
including Dravet syndrome (Claes et al., 2001).This gene encodes for the NaV1.1 α1 subunit of the 
voltage gated sodium channel and non-sense mutation decreases the excitability of GABAergic 
somatostatin and PV interneurons (Cheah et al., 2012; Tai et al., 2014). This impairment of fast somatic 
projecting GABAergic neurons induces hyperexcitability in the network. In our model we therefore 
decreased the sigmoid function of the firing rate of both somatic projecting and dendritic projecting 
interneurons. 
Paradoxically, our results suggest that the decrease of interneurons firing rate (and therefore the 
amount of inhibition in the networks) facilitates the dynamic switch toward depolarizing EGABA for two 
reasons. First, it would decrease the inhibitory loop of mutual Basket-Basket inhibition. Second, the 
decrease of interneuron function might induce hyperexcitability of glutamatergic neurons, 
extrasynaptic glutamate release and extrasynaptic NMDAR overactivation and KCC2 cleavage (see 
discussion below). Indeed, the decrease of firing rate of interneurons would dynamically increase the 
excitability of the GABAergic inhibitory loop and facilitate the emergence of depolarizing GABA within 
the networks.  
Conversely to animal studies, recent findings showed an increase of sodium current in bipolar and 
pyramidal neurons measured in human IPSC obtained from DS patient, leading to hyperexcitability of 
these cell types (Liu et al., 2013). Our computational study also predicts that interneuronal 
hyperexcitability induced directly by an increase of sodium current in interneurons or indirectly by an 
increase of pyramidal cell firing would both induce a dynamic shift toward dGABAA. 
Depolarizing GABA in epilepsy 
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“Depolarizing GABAA” has been introduced in our computational model because aberrant reappearance 
of EGABA toward more positive values in a subpopulation of neurons and reduced GABAergic IPSP has 
long been proposed to underlie the pathogenesis of seizures in the immature brain (Ben-Ari et al., 
2012, 2007; Holmes et al., 2002; Rakhade and Jensen, 2009) and hence the high incidence of early life 
epilepsies(Briggs and Galanopoulou, 2011). 
Cellular mechanisms. The presence of depolarizing GABA effect might be crucial for several steps of 
immature brain development such as cell proliferation, neurogenesis, neuronal migration and 
differentiation, synaptogenesis (Blaesse et al., 2009; Owens and Kriegstein, 2002; Represa and Ben-Ari, 
2005) through consequent activation of voltage-gated calcium channels and NMDA receptors (Blaesse 
et al., 2009; Owens and Kriegstein, 2002). During developmental maturation, the effect of GABAA 
receptor activation progressively switches from excitation to inhibition. As the expression of the 
potassium/chloride co-transporter 2 (KCC2) increases, the subsequent intracellular chloride 
concentration decreases, inducing GABAA hyperpolarizing currents, for review see (Briggs and 
Galanopoulou, 2011). In humans this switch from depolarizing to hyperpolarizing current is proposed to 
occur around birth (Briggs and Galanopoulou, 2011; Rakhade and Jensen, 2009) based on the 
developmental patterns of the relative expression of NKCC1 and KCC2 (Dzhala et al., 2005; Vanhatalo et 
al., 2005). The default of maturation of the inhibitory GABAergic system leads to network 
hyperexcitability. 
Cellular mechanisms triggered by epileptic activity. Early life epilepsy might emerge as a consequence of 
the impairment of normal developmental reversal potential shift toward more negative values. In this 
case, downregulation or abnormal expression of KCC2 transporters would be responsible for an 
abnormal preservation of depolarizing GABAA after birth. Indeed sustained hyperexcitability of neuronal 
epileptic networks leads to excessive glutamate release, extrasynaptic NMDA receptor activation, 
extrasynaptic calcium entry, calpain activation, and KCC2 cleavage (Lee et al., 2011; Puskarjov et al., 
2012; Zhou et al., 2012). According to this mechanism, glutamate-induced downregulation of some 
KCC2 transporters has a long-term potential (hours-days) to inhibit the capacity of some pyramidal cells 
to extrude chloride during high interneuronal activity, and would facilitate a dynamic shift (seconds) of 
EGABA toward more positive values. This shift might occur during any form of prolonged 
hyperexcitability. A loss of inhibition due to the impairment of interneuronal discharges (caused by 
SCN1A+/- or other mutations leading to E/I unbalance) might lead to constitutive depolarized EGABA in 
some neurons and susceptibility to evoke a dynamic EGABA shift in other neurons. 
Although no experimental data have demonstrated yet that EGABA in DS is depolarizing in a 
subpopulation of interneurons, our results favor this mechanism to explain the emergence of this 
infant-onset epilepsy. Note that, except for the modification of the sigmoid representing the firing rate 
of interneurons, our computational model is not specific of DS and could be used to reproduce several 
types of early onset epilepsies. 
Activity-dependent switch of EGABA before seizure 
The “static” view of a constitutive depolarizing GABA (combined with upregulation of glutamatergic 
conductance) might account for a sustained hyperexcitability, but it did not explain the dynamic 
transitions from background activity to seizures. However, once expression of chloride transporter is 
downregulated, the efficiency of chloride extrusion out of the cell decreases. Therefore the increase of 
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interneuronal discharges leads to an increased amount of GABA release, and GABA receptor activation 
could more easily load the targeted cells, shifting EGABA to more depolarized values. Indeed the high 
frequency discharge of interneurons evokes a dynamic switch of the GABAA IPSC from hyperpolarizing 
to depolarizing (Kaila et al., 1997). Recently, it has been shown that basket cells hyperactivity induced 
by direct optogenetic activation is able to overload pyramidal cells in chloride through GABAAR. 
Selective activation (Channel rhodopsin-2-mediated) of somatic-targeting parvalbumin-expressing (PV+) 
interneurons generated excitatory GABAergic responses in pyramidal neurons, which were sufficient to 
elicit and entrain synchronous discharges across the network (Ellender et al., 2014). Brief (1–10 s) 
activation of halorhodopsin expressed in Basket-cells caused a positive shift in the GABAergic reversal 
potential measured in pyramidal cells (EGABA shifts of up to 25 mV)  and changed the E/I ratio sufficiently 
to induce interictal and ictal epileptic activity (Alfonsa et al., 2015; Shiri et al., 2015). 
A recent generic computational model called Epileptor found that one state variable acting on a very 
slow time scale (slower than that of spike and wave events) is necessary to capture the time course of 
the alternating sequence of seizure-like event (SLE) (Jirsa et al., 2014). This slow state variable was 
shown to guide the entire system, not only between SLEs, but also throughout the SLE time course, and 
also produced a slow drift of the offset (Jirsa et al., 2014). Indeed, experimental data tends to show that 
chloride accumulation and extrusion following basket-cell activation is very slow and is in line with the 
time-varying parameter changes applied in our model to reproduce actual patterns. The time course of 
the seizure induced by optogenetic overactivation of basket-cells was shown to cause chloride overload 
and subsequent substantial changes in the GABAergic reversal potential  (up to 25 mV) in pyramidal 
neurons  with a slow time constant of  8.0+/- 2.8s (Alfonsa et al., 2015). 
Fast onset activity: mutual inhibition drops between GABAergic interneurons 
The major perisomatic-targeting interneurons (cholecystokinin or parvalbumin-containing 
interneurons) in the cerebral cortex and hippocampus form mutually exclusive networks (Karson et al., 
2009). Fast inhibition between somatic projecting interneurons is important for physiological fast 
oscillations in the LFP (for review see (Bartos et al., 2007)).In the present study we show that the 
progressive change from GABAergic IPSP to GABAergic EPSP within the highly interconnected basket 
cells (through mutual inhibition) excites some of these cells (I1), produces an increase of their mean 
firing rate and finally generates fast onset activity on the simulated-LFP. Our simulations suggest that 
the increase of GABA release and the subsequent chloride accumulation into pyramidal neurons 
initiates seizure activity. These results suggest that progressive Cl- accumulation within interneurons 
and the excitation of the interconnected GABAergic neurons is a key mechanism of activity dependent 
loss of inhibition. 
Our results show that a progressive shift to EGABA in Basket-Basket synapses induces a low voltage 
preictal fast onset activity in the LFP due to a sustained discharge of interneurons. During this period 
pyramidal cells remain silent. The increase of interneuronal firing rate induces an increase of GABA 
release and therefore increases the value of GABAA reversal potential, leading to a progressive drop of 
inhibition of I1ÆP as well as a progressive excitation of both interneurons and pyramidal cells. Finally 
the drop of inhibitory barrage leads to the transition to seizure initiation and pyramidal discharges. This 
also suggests that the loss of inhibition in the Basket-Basket loop together with a strong mutual 
inhibition and the resulting GABA overflow initiate the seizure. 
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Several computational studies suggest that the loss of inhibition within the fast GABA interneurons 
providing somatic inhibition to pyramidal cells induces epileptic high-frequency EEG waves (Molaee-
Ardekani et al., 2010; Wendling et al., 2002).This computational prediction was further confirmed 
experimentally. In the entorhinal cortex of isolated guinea pig brain preparation, it has been shown that  
fast activity at seizure onset is mediated by GABAergic inhibitory circuits (Gnatkovsky et al., 2008) and 
pyramidal cells accumulate chloride at seizure onset (Lillis et al., 2012). Massive discharge of 
interneurons leads to release and exhaustion of presynaptic GABA which precedes ictal discharge, with 
a progressive shift of EGABA during normal (-62 mV) to interictal (-60mV) to preictal (-46mV) activities in 
non-fast-spiking GABAergic interneurons (Zhang et al., 2012). These results were further confirmed by 
the causal demonstration that optogenetic activation  of PV interneurons was able to initiate fast onset 
seizures mediated  by GABA release (Shiri et al., 2015).  
Simulated to real EEG: the model reproduces individual EEG patterns observed in Dravet 
patients  
In DS, intracranial EEGs are not available, as patients are not candidate for epilepsy surgery. One 
limitation of this study is that neural mass models are intended to simulate local neuronal activity, as 
recorded using intracranial electrodes in animals models or in patients (Wendling et al., 2015). The 
simulation of scalp EEG signals requires additional extensions related to i) neural field models, ii) brain 
connectivity and iii) EEG forward problem solution. These extensions are beyond the scope of this 
study. 
A major difference between LFPs and surface recording is related to the attenuation of the signal 
amplitude. However, when the conductivity of the different layers of the volume conductor is low 
(typically in infants, as in this study), the temporal  dynamics of LFPs generated in the neocortex are 
conserved in scalp EEG signals collected by nearby electrodes (Lopes da Silva, 2013). These 
considerations led us to compare both simulated and real signals according to morphological and 
spectral features, regardless of the amplitude. 
There is a high inter-individual diversity of EEG patterns in Dravet patients (Bureau and Bernardina, 
2011). Interictal patterns may be either normal or vary from focal, multifocal or generalized spikes 
occasionally followed by slow waves (Specchio et al., 2012). Some studies also reported an unusual 
interictal combination of frontal slow bi- or triphasic spikes followed by slow waves when awake and 
activated by sleep with 5—10 s discharges of 8—9 Hz spikes in a minority of adolescents with DS 
(Nabbout et al., 2008). Ictal EEG also can show several aspects: a stereotyped pattern of multiple spikes 
without wave or trains of biphasic/triphasic spikes; a fast rhythm, which is directly diffuse of high 
voltage, stopping abruptly; a short period of EEG flattening or a fast recruiting rhythm that can be 
interrupted by flattening, followed by slow waves or irregular diffuse slow wave spikes have also been 
described (Bureau and Bernardina, 2011). Our results show that this diversity is captured by the model. 
Pharmacology in DS 
Dravet syndrome is a highly refractory form of epilepsy and intractability of seizures has been included 
in the criteria of diagnosis by the International League against Epilepsy (1989). Among the conventional 
antiepileptic drugs, valproate and benzodiazepines are the first line compounds most often used in 
clinical practice, but their efficacy is uncomplete (Dravet and Oguni, 2013). We also observed a partial 
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effect of BZD on seizures in our computational model. Our results show that, although GABA might still 
be depolarizing in a sub-population of neonatal neurons, the anticonvulsive effect of BZDs is possibly 
due to shunting inhibition or inhibition via excitatory effects upon inhibitory interneurons as suggested 
by (Briggs and Galanopoulou, 2011; Staley, 1992). 
Prospective studies suggest that new therapeutics may also be beneficial for children with Dravet 
syndrome, such as topiramate (Coppola et al., 2002), levetiracetam (Striano et al., 2007), or ketogenic 
diet (Nabbout et al., 2011), but only stiripentol has demonstrated efficacy using the randomized-
controlled methodology (Chiron et al., 2000). Stiripentol is known to increase the duration of GABAA 
receptors opening time (Quilichini et al., 2006), preferentially acting on the δ and D3 subunits (Fisher, 
2011). To date there is no experience of any monotherapy in Dravet patients. Stiripentol efficacy was 
demonstrated as adjunctive therapy to valproate and clobazam (Chiron et al., 2000; Inoue et al., 2014; 
Kassaï et al., 2008). It has been first thought that stiripentol effect only lies on pharmacokinetic drug-
drug  interactions since it inhibits cytochrome P450 enzymes (CYP3A4 and 2C19) in the liver, thus 
increasing the plasma concentration of clobazam and nor-clobazam (Chiron et al., 2000). In vitro data 
has shown that stiripentol and benzodiazepines act independently at GABAA receptors, thus suggesting 
that their combination may increase the maximum response beyond that of either drug alone via a 
pharmacodynamic interaction (Fisher, 2011). Nonetheless the antiepileptic effects of stiripentol are not 
completely understood and may also interfere with the astrocytic lactate shuttle and/or inhibition of 
Na+ and Ca2+ influx  (for recent review see (Verrotti et al., 2016)). 
Our computational results provide additional evidence that in the presence of depolarizing GABA, a 
super-additive anticonvulsive effect of a moderate dose of BZD was observed in presence of stiripentol, 
as previously underlined (Brigo, 2013). Since stiripentol prolongs the opening duration of GABA 
receptor and therefore the kinetics of GABAA mediated IPSC, this drug might maximize the shunting 
inhibition, (even if EGABA is depolarized) due to the drop of cell membrane resistance. The model 
therefore predicts that pharmacological tools that increase the duration of GABAA receptor opening 
without increasing the amplitude of chloride current will be more efficient to inhibit seizures of patients 
with Dravet syndrome. 
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Figures Legends 
Fig  1. Computational Neural mass model of epileptic activity.  
(A) Structure of the neuronal population model accounting for three sub-populations of neurons: (i) 
pyramidal cells (P), (ii) soma- and proximal-dendrite-targeting cells (type I1 mediating GABAA, fast 
currents), and (iii) dendrite-targeting cells (type I2 mediating GABAA, slow).  Pyramidal cells receive 
excitatory input from other pyramidal cells (collateral excitation) or inhibitory input from interneurons. 
These latter cells receive excitatory input only from pyramidal cells. Besides synaptic transmission, 
interactions between neuronal subpopulations are also characterized in the model by connectivity 
constants (CPP, CPI1, CI1P, CI1I1, CPI2, CI2P) which account for the average number of active synaptic 
contacts or “connection strength” between considered sub-populations. In addition, the nonspecific 
influence from neighboring or distant populations is represented by a Gaussian input noise p(t) 
corresponding to an excitatory input that globally describes the average density of afferent action 
potentials (Adapted from Molaee-Ardekani et al, 2010). 
 
 (B) The classical wave-to-pulse function was modified to account for the SCN1A mutation found in the 
Dravet syndrome. According to the neural mass modeling approach, the wave-to-pulse function relates 
the average pulse density of action potentials fired by the neurons ܵ୶ሺߴሻ to the average postsynaptic 
potential ߴ (in mV) and accounts for the saturation and threshold effects taking place at the soma. For a 
given sub-population X, it is modeled by a static nonlinear function of sigmoidal shape ܵ୶ሺߴሻ ൌ
ܳ୶୫ୟ୶Ȁሺͳ ൅ ݁୰౮ሺణ౮ି஬ሻሻ where ܳ୶୫ୟ୶ is the maximum firing rate, ୶ is the steepness of the sigmoid and ߴ୶ 
is the postsynaptic potential corresponding to a firing rate of ܳ୶୫ୟ୶/2. In the proposed DS model (green 
line), ܳ୶୫ୟ୶ parameter for both inhibitory sub-populations (I1 and I2) was reduced by 40% as compared 
with the pyramidal cell sub-population (black solid line). This reduction accounts for a strong decrease 
of the maximal interneuronal firing rate found in DS. 
 
(C) Static depolarizing GABA. Left: In normal tissue, the high expression of chloride transporters in the 
GABAergic post-synaptic compartment, allows efficient extrusion of chloride outside the targeted 
neuron, responsible for hyperpolarized reversal potential (ECl=-80mV) of GABAA IPSP. Right: In epileptic 
tissue, the expression of chloride transporter at the membrane is decreased at least in some neurons, 
leading to a “static” more positive reversal potential (ECl=-60mV) of GABAA IPSP.  
(D) Time course of the average excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) in the DS model. 
Depolarizing GABA was implemented in the model as an excitatory signal obeying the kinetics of 
GABAA-mediated PSP (red line).These kinetics are defined by the time constant used the pulse-to-wave 
function (either excitatory or inhibitory) that determines both the rise time (trise) and the decay time 
(tdecay) of the PSP. As trise and tdecay depend mainly on intrinsic ionotropic channel properties and as the 
direction of the current depends mainly on the reversal potential of chloride, we modified the direction 
of the depolarizing GABAA related PSP but not its kinetics. 
 
(E) Dynamic depolarizing GABA. Left: In the epileptic tissue a slightly decreased expression of the 
chloride transporter, could lead to normal IPSP (ECl =-80mV) when the interneuronal activity is low. 
Right: When interneurons fire with a high frequency rate, it leads to massive GABA release and chloride 
overload into the targeted cell, and progressively and dynamically shifts ECl toward depolarized 
potential. Therefore if interneurons firing rate dramatically increases it induces a dynamic shift of 
GABAA-mediated post synaptic potentials from inhibitory to excitatory effect.  
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Fig  2. Depolarizing GABAA generates spontaneous transitions from interictal to seizure-like activity.  
A: Simulated EEG activity during the progressive increase of the fraction of excitatory vs. inhibitory PSPs 
mediated at GABAA receptors (depolarizing GABA effect). The tuning of this single parameter is 
sufficient to elicit a transition from interictal to ictal activity. Dynamic changes from background activity 
to seizure termination are observed as reflected by simulated signals sequentially exhibiting epileptic 
spikes, chirp-like fast onset (FO) activity and seizure-like activity.   
(B) Magnification of the fast onset activity simulated in Fig 1A.  Time-frequency analysis (spectrogram) 
of the signal shows that the fast onset activity starts around 100 Hz. Both the frequency and energy 
progressively decrease with time. These signal features are reminiscent of the chirp-like activity often 
encountered at the onset of seizures.  
(C) Average firing rate of neuronal sub-populations (Blue: pyramidal cells - P –, Red: somatic-projecting 
interneurons - I1 – and Green: dendritic-projecting interneurons - I2 -) during the local field activity 
presented in A.  An increase of the firing rate of P, I1 and I2 during interictal epileptic spikes and ictal-
like activity is observed. In contrast, before and during seizure onset, the increase of the firing rate is 
limited to I1 and I2. The inset shows the high frequency of I1 subpopulation during the chirp-like activity 
at seizure onset. The thin gray line indicates the correspondence of the firing rate of the three 
subpopulations of neurons with the mean field activity depicted in Fig 1A. 
(D) Simulated EEG activity, with the same parameters as in A, but left panel: without depolarizing 
GABAA from dendritic-projecting interneurons to pyramidal cells (I2ÆP) middle panel: without 
depolarizing GABAA from somatic-projecting interneurons to themselves (I1ÆI1), right panel: without 
depolarizing GABAA from somatic-projecting interneurons to pyramidal cells (I1ÆP). Note that 
depolarizing  GABAA from I1ÆI1 and I1ÆP are required to trigger seizure-like activity. 
Fig  3. Comparison of simulated and real interictal epileptic spikes from Dravet syndrome patients  
(A) Example of simulated EEG activity showing that “Dynamic depolarizing GABAA” (I1->P and from I1-
>I1) is sufficient to produce different morphologies of interictal spikes. 
 (B) The different types of interictal spikes produced by the model and comparison with real EEG signals 
recorded in DS children. The gray rectangles on each neuronal population model scheme indicate the 
parameters of the model that were changed comparing to ‘parameters of base’ (Table 1).  
 (C) Results suggest that “dynamic depolarizing GABAA” from I1->P induces progressive increase of the 
amplitude of the wave following epileptic interictal spikes. Scale bar: 200 μV. 
Fig  4. Comparison of simulated and real ictal epileptic patterns from Dravet syndrome patients.  
Different types of real ictal activity recorded in DS children (left column) and comparison with ictal 
activity produced by the model (middle column). Right column shows neuronal population model 
schemes with gray rectangles, indicating the parameters of the model that were changed comparing to 
‘parameters of base’ (Table 1). Scale bar: 200 μV. 
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Fig  5. Dynamic shift of depolarizing GABAA during seizures evokes features changes of EEG patterns.  
(A)Example of ictal activity recorded in DS patient, showing the progressive change of EEG morphology 
in course of the seizure (different patterns are indicated by circles, asterisks and criss-crosses). The 
pattern illustrated here was recorded in frontal cortex of patient 3, 10 seconds after seizure initiation. 
(B) Comparison of simulated EEG signals (right column) to real ictal EEG morphologies (left column) 
from (A). (C) Simulated ictal activity, suggesting that different seizure morphologies observed in course 
of seizure are evoked by that “dynamic depolarizing GABAA” from I1->I1. In the simulation dGABAA in 
the inhibitory loop was very high during the first period of the seizure and then progressively returned 
to normal values. Scale bar: 200 μV. 
Fig  6.  Simulated effect of Stiripentol and benzodiazepine on ictal-like activity. (A) Example of 
simulated course of seizure with background activity with interictal spikes at the beginning following by 
fast-onset activity, seizure and seizure termination. (B) Action of Stiripentol (STP) on the course of 
seizure (A) is presented. STP enhances the activity of the GABAA receptors. Examination of mIPSCs 
(miniature GABAA receptor–mediated currents) kinetics indicated that STP also markedly increased the 
mIPSC decay-time constant [12]. Enhanced activity of the GABAA receptors increased shunting effect. 
We represented shunting effect in the model by reducing the membrane potential with increasing of 
IPSPS decay-time constant.  Prolonged IPSC decay time is concentration dependent. (C) Action of 
benzodiazepine (BZD), increasing the amplitude of IPSC, on the course of seizure (A) is presented. (D) 
Combined action of BZD and STP conducts to background activity. 
 
Supporting Information Figure legend 
S1 Fig. Robustness of the identified interictal/ictal transition pattern. Up to 40% change of both 
parameters  alpha_I1_P and alpha_I1_I1, the sequence of phases (background activity, 
sporadic/rhythmic spikes, fast onset activity, ictal activity) is preserved. 
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Fig. 3 
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TABLE 1. Model parameters. 
 
Significance  Fig 2 Fig 2 and 6 Fig 3 Fig 3 B Fig 3C Fig 4 A Fig 4 B Fig 4 C Fig 4 D Fig 5 
  Fast 
onset 
activity 
 
Spont.trans
ition from 
bckg to 
seizure like 
activity 
Series of 
epileptic 
spikes 
Interictal 
spikes 
Evolution 
of spike 
shape 
Seizure-
like 
activity 
Seizure-
like 
activity 
Seizure-
like 
activity 
Seizure-
like 
activity 
Evolution 
of seizure 
patterns 
A
ve
ra
ge
 s
yn
ap
tic
 c
on
ta
ct
 x
Æ
x 
CPP 80 80 110 110 110 90 50 65 110 75 
CPI1 20 20 40 20 40 22 400 80 40 22 
CI1I1 15 15 25 15 15 20 60 70 15 21 
CI1P 80 80 55 80 60 118 100 50 60 118 
CPI2 5 5 6 5 6 10 50 15 6 10 
CI2P 20 20 20 20 20 16.5 25 20 20 16.5 
Co
ns
ta
nt
 o
r 
ti
m
e -
de
pe
nd
en
t 
pa
ra
m
et
er
 in
 
G
A
BA
 
હ۷૚۾ 0.017 0.017 0.0015 0.0005 0.085 0.14 0.119 0.019 0.017 0.17 
હ۷૚۷૚ 0.007 0.007 0.0086 0.067 0.017 0.13  0.39 0.075 0.085 0.118 
 
Mean PSP 
amplitude 
(AMPA, 
GABA a, s 
GABA a,f) 
஺ܹெ௉஺; 
ீܹ஺஻஺௔ǡ௦;
ீܹ஺஻஺௔ǡ௙ 
5; 50; 20 
Kinetic of 
PSP(AMPA, 
GABA a, s 
GABA a,f) 
1/߬஺ெ௉஺; 
1/߬ீ஺஻஺௔ǡ௦ ; 
1/߬ீ஺஻஺௔ǡ௙ 
180; 33; 220 
W
av
e 
to
 p
ul
se
 
fu
nc
tio
n 
in
 
su
bp
op
ul
at
io
n 
x.
 
ΘP;ܳ୔୫ୟ୶ ; rP 6; 8; 1.2 
ΘI1; ୍ܳଵ୫ୟ୶; rI1 8; 4.8; 0.5 
ΘI2; ୍ܳଶ୫ୟ୶; rI2 8; 4.4; 0.5 

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TABLE 2. Demographic data of patients. 
Patient BA (pt 1) NP (pt 2) DD (pt 3) EM (pt 4) 
Age of onset 4 m 4.5 m 7 m 6 m 
Age 9 y 14 y 3y 2m 8  y 
First seizure     
      Type Clonic unilat. 
sn 
GTC GTC Clonic unilat. dx 
      Duration 30 min 25 min 20 min 20 min 
      Fever association Yes Yes Yes Yes  
      Vaccine association Yes No No No 
      Interictal EEG nl nl nl nl 
      PMD nl nl nl nl 
      AED (after 1st seizure) CBZ VPA VPA VPA 
Other reported 
seizures'types 
    
      Myoclonic attacks Yes Yes Yes Yes 
      Myoclonic status No No Yes Yes 
      GTCS Yes Yes Yes Yes 
      Unilateral motor Yes Yes No Yes 
      Atypical absences Yes No No Yes 
      Partial seizures No Yes No Yes 
      Tonic (age of onset-
end) 
2 y 10 m - ? No  y (3-5y) 4 y - ? 
Fever sensitivity +++ +++ ++ ++ 
Seizure in cluster No Yes Yes Yes 
Treatment (onset-end)     
      VPA 14 m -  now 5.5m - 11m - 6 m -  now 
      FB 6 m – 2 y 7 m No No Yes 
      CLB 4 y - now 5y - 2.5y - 1 y - now 
      CLZ 14 m – 3 y No No No 
      NZP No No No Yes 
      STP 2 y 7 m – 4 y 
8 m  
7y - 2.5y - 1 y - now 
      TPM No 12-13y 7y - 5 y – 6 y 
      ETS 2 y 10 m -  4 y 
8 m 
No No No 
      CBZ 5 m – 6 m No No Yes 
      VGB No No No No 
      PHT No  No No ? - 1 y 9 m 
      LVC No 13y- No ? - 7 y 
      LTG No 5-5.5y No No 
     PRM No No No Yes 
     ZNS No  No No 7 y – 7 y 9 m 
      Hydrocortisone 4 y 8 m - ? No No 5 y 8 m – 6 y 
      Ketogenic diet No No No Yes 
      Vagal stimulator No No No No 
Language Simple S short sentences isolated 
words 
No 
Psychomotor delay Moderate moderate severe Moderate- Severe 
SCN1A mutations c.680 T>C C3880-1G>T 
intron 19 
C4582-
1G>T 
IVS8+1C>T 
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Highlights 
x      Excitatory GABA effect was implemented in a computational neural mass model 
x      Dynamic emergence of depolarizing GABA triggers interictal to ictal transitions 
x      Results suggest a major role of GABAergic interneurons in seizure onset 
x      Model reproduces clinical patterns found in a severe infantile epilepsy 
